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0. Introduction 
At the August 1972 Battelle conference on algebraic K-theory essentially four 
methods had been proposed for defining the higher K-groups K,(A) of a ring A 
with identity. These theories were Kv of Quillen [8, 91; Ki of Volodin [12]; Kz of 
Swan [ll] with alternative approaches given by Gersten [5] and by Keune [7]; and 
Kt-” of Karoubi-Villamayor [6]. For a general survey, see [5]. There is a sequence 
of natural homomorphism [11, 
and it turns ouit that the first three theories are naturally isomorphic for all A while 
all four are thle same for A left regular. The purpose of this paper is to prove that 
KT = Kz; or more precisely, to show that Kz = KzN where KEN is a reformulation 
[13] of Kz related to the theory of BN-pairs. There are homomorphisms [2] 
and the methods of this paper can probably be altered without difficulty to show 
that Kz = Ki. For information concerning the other equivalences, see [ 1,2,5,7]. 
Recall 
and 
from [8] and [13] that for i 2 1 
Ko(A ) = ri BGL(A )’ 
KrN(A ) = vi-1 GLBN(A ). 
In [2] it was shown that there is a homotopy fibration 
GLBN(A) + B{ UF}+ -+ BGL(A)+ 
and we shall show the equivalence between z and KzN’by proving as announced in 
[2] that 
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Theorem I. For any associative ring with identity A, 
GLBN(A ) = !2 BGL(A )+. 
This follows immediately from 
Theorem II. )S,(B{ UF}) = 0 and hence B { U”}+ is contractible. 
The method for proving this is inspired by Quillen’s first proof that Kt defined by 
the “plus construction” is equivalent to Kz coming from the “Q-construction”. It is 
a pleasure to thank D. Quillen !or kindly allowing publication of these techniques 
as the Appendix to this paper. 
1. A spectral sequence for H,@{UF}) 
Let (HP} be the collection of hyperplanes in n-dimensional euclidean space R” 
given by the condition a! = 0 \:here a! = ei - ei, i # j, is a linear root. Here ei is the 
ith coordinate function. This determines a stratification of R” whose strata we call 
facettes F as in [3]. A facette of codimension k is a component of the complement 
in the union of the k-fold intersections of the HQ of the subset consisting of the 
union of the (k + I)-fold intersections. Let P be the set of facettes of R” partially 
ordered by the condition that F C G iff F C e. We shall also let P” denote the 
simplicial complex whose k-simplices are (k + 1)tuples (FO < l . - < Fk) where 
E E 9”. Then 9” is a piecewise linear triangulation of the (n - 1)ball. The 
stabilization map R” - R”+’ given by 
( Xl, l **,x,)--,(x1,...,x”,x,) (1 1) . 
takes each f’acette F to a facette F’ and preserves the relation “ < “. Thus we can 
consider 9” as a subset (or as a subcomplex) of P+l and we let 9” = Unit 
If F E P”, let UF C GL(n, A) be the sub?roup generated by the elementary 
matrices ev (A) where ei - ei > 0 ok. F and h E A. Note that if F E 9” lies, say, in 
9”, then UF C GL(m, A) is the direct limit of the groups UF + I&+ Up- l . . . 
Now for 1 s n G 00~ let B(n) be the realization of the simplicial space which in 
dimension k 30 is the disjoint union of the spaces 
where Fi E 9”. Then B (00) = lim ,,-.= B(n) and by definition we have B{ UF} = B(m). 
Another way of describing facettes F E 9” is by partitions of the set (et,. . . , e,} 
of standard basis vectors for ? We write 
to mean that the Xi are disjoint slibsets whose union is {el, . . . , e,} and that F is 
determined by the conditions 
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e, -e, =O if e,,e,EXi, 
e, -e,>O if e,EXi, e,EXi and i<j. 
When n = 00 we require that each Xi is finite, for 1 s i < I: If F = X, 1 X21 l 9 .I X, is 
in 9”, G = YII Y2( * l l 1 YS is in P, and m, n < 00, we define F @ G in Pm +n by 
where Yi is just Yj shifted by adding m to get a subset of {e,+1,. . . ,e,+,}. Note that 
FI c G1 and F2 < Gz implies F, $ F2 < G1 @ GZ. 
If A E 9” is the diagonal facette defined by setting all ei - ej = 0, then there is 
another stabilization map 9” + Pm+” given by 
F-,F@A. ( w 
This is not quite the same one induced by n repetitions of (1.1) yielding F + F(“). 
However, we have 
F’“‘< Fed. (13) c 
This implies that the two stabilization maps B(m )+ B(m + n) are homotopic. 
Compare [lo]. 
To describe the spectral sequence for B{ Uk} it wiil be convenient to use 
homology groups of a simplicial complex K with coefficients in a sheaf & of abelian 
groups over K. A sheaf & over IS consists of an abelian group A, for each simplex 
u of K together with a homomorphism ia : A, + A, whenever cr &: 7 such that if 
0 < T < y then iw = iar l iv. The groups H,(K; &) are defined to be the homology 
of the complex C,(K; J@ in which the boundary of a k-chain 
x = c a, 9 cr (a, E A,) 
a 
is given by 
where [a; 71 is the incidence number between the k-simplex CT and its (k - l)- 
face 7. 
Let & = {A,} and 93 = (61,) be sheaves over simplicial complexes K and L 
respectively. Any pair @ = (J 4) where f : K-, L is a simplicial map and 
4 : ~4 + 93 is a coefficient homomorphism over f (i.e. for each si,mplex (T of K there 
is a homomorphism U& : A, * Brew, camp atible with the i& induces homomor- 
phisms 
and 
Q,, : C&K; sQ)-+ C,(k 9) 
Now let k be any allgebraically closed field. Let %$ be the sheaf over 9” defined 
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Xq (0) = Hq (BUF, : k) 
whereo=(Fo<-•< Fk). Strictly speaking, we should index ZQ by n but wifl not 
do so to keep notation simple. For any subcomplex L C 9” we shah also let Z4 
denote %$, restricted to L. 
In [IO] Segal has constructed a spectral sequence for the homology of the 
geometric realization of a simplicial space. This gives, for each 1 G n < 00, a spectral 
sequence converging to H,@(n); k) with 
The stabilization map B@)+B(n) induced by (1.1) for m C n induces a map of 
spectral sequences 
and moreover 
E&(m) = lim E;,,(n). 
n-+m 
Proposition 1.4. Let q > 0. If 2m l (q + 1) s n, then 
i * : Ei.,(m )-* EkSn) 
is the zero map. 
Proof of Tiyxwqm II from Proposition 1.4. To. sho$ the reduced homology 
~*(B{U’};Z) is zero it is sufficient o show it vanished for toe?!: .\=nts in any 
algebraically closed field k. Proposition 1.4 implies E ~&o) = 0 for q > 0. But 
E~&J) = HP (9”; k) = 0 fy%p > 0 because 9” is contractible. Hence E :JcQ) = 0 for 
all g > 0 and 4, and so H*(B{U’}; k) = 0. 
It will be helpful for the reader to keep in mind the following argument (cf. 
Appendix) which, when suitably modified, leads to the proof of Proposition 1.4. Let 
G C GL(m + n, A) be the subgroup of matrices of the form 
X ( 7 0 z , 
and let T C G be the subgroup with ‘= 2 = I. Suppose that l/1 E A for some 
integer I > 1, Then i: z&J’; Q)-+ ,(G; Q) is the zero map. To see this Iet 
D =: Z[l/r]. Then D* acts on T by conjugation: .
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This shows 2’ is a D-module and the action of D * is just scalar multiplication. Since 
T is an abelian group H, (T; Q) = A 9( T & Q) and h&ce r E D * acts on the 
Q-vector space H,(T; Q) as scalar multiplication bv o”. But conjugation by r in G e 
as above is trivial on H9 (G; Q). So for x E H9(7’; Q) we have 
i(x) = 1 l i(x) = i(l l x) = i(19x) = 19i(x). 
Thus (Z9 - l)i(x) = 0 which implies i(x) = 0. 
Now to prove Proposition I.4 for an arbitrary ring A the first step is to add 
enough units to A by enlarging it to a suitable d x d matrix ring A&(A) using 
Quillen’s Lemma in the Appendix. The next step is to stabilize x f E;,,(m) to 
x E Eg,,(m . (q + 1)) so it can be pulled back to an element in the corresponding 
spectral sequence Ed,, for the ring M9+*(A). This is done in Secticns 3 and 4. 
Finally we want to induce a non-trivial action on E;,,(m) via conjugation by 
diagonal matrices which is trivial when stabilized to E&(Zm). This is Section 5. The 
problem is that the spaces B(n) are built from the classifying spaces SU, and the 
groups UF contain only the identity diagonal matrix. This makes it impossible to 
say automatically (as in the above example) that conjugation on a homology class is 
trivial when pushed into a larger group. In Section 6 we put these three steps 
together with a triple induction argument to prove Proposition 1.4. 
2. Adding units to A 
Let B be any ring with identity and let G be a group. Let 4 : G + GL(n, B) be a 
diagonal representation of the form 4(g) = diag(+&), . . . , +,, (g)) where each 
& : G -3 B * is a homomorphism. If F E 9”, UF is stable under conjugation by the 
diagonal subgroup 4(G) and we get an action of G on Hq (B&) which will be 
called a diagonal representation. 
Lemlma 2.1. Let A be any ring, F E P’, 0 < q < d, e any algebraica 
closed field. Let B =&(A)andU&GC(n,B)be corresponding to 
Thers there is an order D in a number field of degree d over 0, a filtration 
o= W& w,c l ** c W; = H9(BuF; k), 
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and for each 1 s i s r a diagonal representation pi of D * on H, (B&; k) such that 
(a) each Wi is stable under pi, and 
(b) the induced representution of pi on Wi / Wi-1 is the Turn of non-trivial characters 
D’-, k? 
The proof is a straightforward applic;ition of the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence of a group extension with the key ingredient being Quillen’s Lemma of 
the Appendix. 
; 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let be as in Quillen’s Lemma. Choosing a basis for 
D gives an iFbedding D + IV” (2) and following this by the homomorphism 
A& (Z)-, A& (A) gives a hor lomorphism rp : D + B. Now write F = Xi IX21 . . -1 X, 
and let G = X2/ X3 1. . l 1 X,. Then there is a split exact sequence 
where N is abelian. Consider the diagonal representation pl : D *+ GL(n, B) 
where pt(g)ei = P(g)ei for ei E X1 and pl(g)ei = ei for ei e Xl. Conjugation by 
pt(g) gives an autom0rphis.n of the exact sequent- (*) and hence an automorphism 
of the spectral sequence 
E;.Y= H,(Uo;H,QN;k)) -_ H,(uF;k) 
where p + v = 4. The representation of D* on N is the restriction of the natural 
D-module structure coming from the conjugation automorphism. Hence for v > 0, 
My (N; k) is the sum of non-trivial characters by Quillen’s Lemma. Since the action 
of D * on UG is trivial, E:, y is also the sum of non-trivial characters for v > 0. By 
naturality of the spectral sequence we have a D *-invariant filtration 
0 c Ho., c K,,-, C l l . C H&r,, c Hq,Q = HP ( UF; k) 
of the diagonal action pl on H,(UF; k) such that Hp,q-JHC-l,q-C+I z Ez,4-P is the 
sum of non-trivial characters for 0 s p < 4. Since the splitting inclusion UG + UF 
commutes with the conjugation by the diagonal matrices p,(g) we get a D*- 
invariant decomposition 
H,(UF;k)= Hq-d3H,(U~;k) 
where the action on Hq (UG ; k) is trivial. Now let p2 : D * + GL(n, B) be the 
diagonal representation “concentrated” at X2; that is, pz(g)ei = P(g)ei for ei E X2 
and is the identity otherwise. As above we get a D*-invariant filtration 
with H&-,JH$-l,q-lr+f the sum of non-trivial characters when 0 s p < 19 and also a 
D *-invariant decomposition 
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where L = X3 1 X4 1 l . ‘1 Xs. D * acts trivially on Hq ( UL ; k). Since conjugation by the 
matrices pz(g) is an automorphism of the exact sequence (*), the induced diagonal 
action of D * on Hq (U’; k) leaves the subspaces H,,,-, invariant. Hence we can 
extend the filtration to one 
which is invariant under both pl and p2 and has successive quotients the sum of 
non-trivial characters except at the last stage where we get the identity on 
H, ( Ut ; k). Continuing in this way gives the desired result. 
3. Elementary properties of sheaf homology 
In this section we first prove some general lemmas which will be used later to 
show that certain elements of C&P”; 2&) are homologous. Thenwe chow how the 
hypotheses of these lemmas are fulfilled in our situatiun. 
Let K be a simplicial complex and ~6! = {A,} a sheaf of abelian groups over K. 
Let there be given a triangulation of K x I which is a subdivision of the standard 
triangulation such that the induced triangulation of K x 0 is a copy of IS. Define the 
sheaf & x I = {A :) over K x I by setting A := A, where a is the smallest simplex of 
K x 0 such that T C cr X I If r < r’ in K x I and A : = A, and Ai0 = A,*. let in* = ia,+ 
Let SQ x i be ~4 x I restricted to K x i for i = O,l.sPxOisjust.&IfKxlisacopy 
of K, then & x 1 is also just s4. In general, & x 1 is a “subdivision” of &. 
Now suppose we are given a pair @ = cf, 4) where 4 : .d + SVq is a coefficient 
homomorphism over the simplicial map f : K+ 9”. Assume 
0 = (w, 0) is an extension of @ 
0 * 
where (I) : d x I+ %$ covers 
w:KxI-,P” andLCPisa 
subcomplex such that w (K x 1) C L. 
Let !P = (g, #) be the restrictior. of a to K x 1 and ~4 X 1 and let p denote the 
inclusion L + 9” covered by %Y 1 L --) Zq. 
Proposition 3.1. Given a cycle x E HP (K x 0; .d x 0) there is a cycle x’ E 
HP(KX l;& x 1) such that 
@*(x) = P* V*(x’) 
in H,(P’; %$). 
The proof shows that if. x = 23 a, l a, where c is a p-simplex of K x 0, then 
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where r is a p-simplex of IS X 1 and E, = 2 1 depends only on 7. Proposition (3,l) is 
an immediate consequence of the following. 
Lemma 3.2. Let K, denote the p-skeleton of K. Given x E Cp (K,, X 0; & X 0) with 
ax = 0, there is exactly one y E C,,+*(K, X I; & X I) with dy = x + x’ where 
x’E Cp(Kp x l;&x 1). 
Proof. First consider uniqueness. Let y, = y 1 CT x I. Then y. is an ordinary 
(p + 1).chain with coefficients in A,. Let T and r’ be (p + 1).simplices in a X I with 
a common open p-face r n 7’. N&e that r n r’e int(a X I). Since dy = 0 we know 
a~,-, evaluated on T f7 r’ is zero. Since each such open p-simplex r n ?‘C int(a X I) 
is the face of exactly two (p + I)-simplices, the value of yQ on r determines the 
value on Y’ and vice versa. Sins? any two @ + 1).simplices T and 7’ of CT X I can 
be jc’ned by a chain of (p + 1)-s. splices r = rl, 72,. . . , T,,, = 7’ with ri n ri+l an open 
p-simplex in int(o x I), .the clain y, is determined by its value on the (p + 1). 
simplex T with r n (K, x 0) = CT. But dy = x + x’ implies that 
where [r ; a] is the incidence number between 7 and QT. Hence; ‘the value of y on 
CT x I is uniquely determined by the value of x on a. 
Now existence: Let x = x a, l CT where a runs over the p-simplices of K. 
For each p-simplex u of K, we have H,(a x I, dcr X I U CT X 1; A,) = 0. Hence 
there is a unique @ + 1).chain y, on u x I with values in A, ‘such that 
8Ym = a, l CT considered as a p-cycle in H#,(o x I, aa x I U a X 1; A,). Define 
y E C,,,(K, x I; SQ x I) to be y, on a x I. We must show that dy = x + x’ as 
desired. Clearly 8y 1 K, x 0 = x. Let x’ = y 1 K, x 1. Then it suffices to show that the 
vaitue of dy on any p-cell r of K, X I is zero provided 7 is not in K, X 0 or K, x 1. 
By the construction of y this is true for any r C (int a) X I. It remains to consider 
the case where r is a p-simplex of ar x I for some (p - I)-simplex a! of K, x 0. Since 
8y = 0 the uniqueness argument implies it is sufficient to show dy = 0 on T where 
7n-KpXO=a. Let 
X = star of a! in K, x 0, 
X’ = link of Q! in Kp X 0, 
Y = star of a! in K, x I, 
Y’ = link of cy in K, x I. 
The value of Jy on r is computed by first restricting y to be a chain in 
C,+,(Y, Y’; Se 1 Y), and then mapping y into Cp+,(Y, Y’; A,) by the coefficient 
homomorphism Lae 1Y --) A, where A, is the constant sheaf over Y. Now Y and Y’ 
are contractible so ‘;A,)=O. ence if x is considered as a cycle in 
) there is a unique cl lain z E Cpcl( Y, Y’; A,) such that 8z = x. In 
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particular dz = 0 on 7. Since dy = 0 oni each p-simplex in int o X I for any p-simplex 
cr of K, the uniqueness argument implies y = z. Hence y = az = 0 on T. 
Here is how condition (*) arises. We shall start with K = 9” over which there is 
the sheaf %m of non-abelian groups defined by 
fora=(FoC- < F,). There will be given a pair @ = u, 4) where f : 9)” + 9’ is 
a map of partially ordered sets and 4 is a homomorphism %m --) 9?n over fi There 
will also be given an extension w : Pm X I+ 9” of f where 9” X I is triangulated 
as an ordered simplicial complex subdividing the standard triangulation with 
9”’ x 0 = 9” satisfying the following condition: 
For each simplex u of Pm, and any vertex ZJ of the subcomplex 
u x I, we have 
( 1 ** 
as subgroups of GL(n, A ). Moreover if v is any vertex of 9” x 1, 
then w(v) is a vertex of a given subcomplex L of 9”. 
The cofficient homomorphism 4 of abelian 
the induced homology homomorphism 
sheaves over f is obtained bY taking 
Define the coefficient homomorphism o :%?qXI+Xq over w:9”XI+P as 
follows: Let 7 = (vO < ‘0 l l < vk) be a simplex of 9” x I and u = (FO c l l l < F,) be 
the smallest simplex of 9” with r C u X I. Then 
and o7 : (#& x I), -,(%‘q)wtTj is the homology map 
, 
~~:~~(G,;k)-,H,(Uw,,,;k) 
which exists in view of (*a), 
Next we explain how (**) will be obtained. Let f : K-, 9”’ be a map of partially 
ordered sets as above. There are two cases: 
Case 1. There will be given a map g : K+ 9” of partially ordered sets such that 
for each facette F of K, f(F) c g(F). Then for the standard triangulation of K x I 
there is clearly a map w : IS x I + 9” satisfying (**). 
Case 2. This is’more complicated and here we just give the lemma that is used in 
the proof of (4.2) below. 
Consider f : K --+ P’ as a map of partially ordeied sets. Thus for each vertex v of 
f(v) is a facette of 
pieserving the partial ordering). Give 
--) 9’” be any map (not necessarily one 
x I the standard triangulation as a partially 
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ordered set. The maps f and g define a map {vertices ofK x I}+ P” which doesn’t 
necessarily preserve the order (except on K = K x 0). 
Lemma 3.3. There is a triungulation (K X I)’ of K x I as a partially ordered set 
which refines the standard triangulation leaving K = K x 0 unchanged, and there is 
an order preserving map w : (K X I) ‘4 9” of this new triangulation such that 
(a) w /KxO=fi 
(b) if v is a vertex of the new triangulation of K X 1 which is also a vertex K, then 
w(v) = g(v), 
(c) ifu=(v&*- C vk ) is CJ simpkx of the standard triangulation of K X I, v e a 
is G vertex of the new triangut ation, #and e&j (A ) is in UWcUJ for 0 G s e k, then 
eij (A) E UVW, 
(d) if g : K -+ 9” i order pt ezserving, then K x 1 with the new triangulation is just a 
copy of K. 
Proof. Take K x I with the standard triangulation. For each vertex v of K choose a 
point in f(v) and a point in g(v). This choice defines a map from the vertices of 
K x I into R”. Extending linearly to each simplex we get a map 
u:KxI+R”. 
Consider the partition of K x I into the disjoint subsets u-‘(F) where P is a facette 
of R”. Since u is a linear on each simplex we can find a refinement, say L, of the 
standard triangulation of K x I such that each (open) simplex of L is contained in 
some u-‘(F). Since f : K + 9” preserves order, L can be chosen so that K = K X 0 
remains unchanged; furthermore, the image of each open simplex of K under u is 
contained in a facette F. Now define the new triangulation of K X I to be the 
realization of the partially ordered set whose vertices are either the original vertices 
of K or an (open) simplex of L - K equipped with the partial ordering which sets 
u<7 iff 
(i) o and r are vertices of K and CT < 7 in K; 
(ii) (T is a vertex of K, 7 is an (open) simplex of L - K, and u is a vertex of T; or 
(iii) u and 7 are (open) simplices of L - K and u is a face of T. 
Finally, define the order preserving map w : K X I+ 9” by letting w 1 K x 0 = f and 
for each open simplex a of L - K letting w(a) be the unique facette F of R” such 
that U(W) C F. 
Properties (a) and (b) are clearly satisfied. If g : K-, 9” is order preserving a
suitable modification of (i) through (iii) gives (d). Regarding (c), the map w was 
constructed from u in such a way that for each vertex v of 5~ original triangulation 
X I the point u(v) of n belongs to the facette W(V) of 9”. urthermore for 
each. vertex v E a the facette w(v) has a non-empty intersection with t 
%=0 ts l u(v.J where tS Z- 0 and zf,,, tk = 1. By hypothesis e,(h) e U,+,) for each s; 
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that is, ei - ej > 0 on w (vJ). Since EC (210) E w (v~), ei - ej > 0 on the point &t, l u (us) 
and therefore i - ej > 0 on the facette w(t)). This means ey (A) E Uw(vj. 
Let 4,# : .Q? + Xq be coefficient homomorphisms over the same order preserv- 
ing map f : K-, P. Suppose there is an extension w : K x I+ Pm, say as in (3.3), 
where K X I has a triangulation as the nerve (of a partially ordered set which refines 
the standard triangulation and has K = Kx 0. Suppose there are extensions 
o,w’:~~I+%~ of +,&over w such that 
(***) w~~xl=o’~J01. 
Proposition 3.4. If x E Cp (K; J-Q is a cycle, hen 
G*(x) = @i(x) 
in H&P; Xq). 
Proof. Let y E C”+@ x I; d x I) be as in Lemma 3.2. Let a = (w, 0) and 0’ = 
(w, 0’). Let z = Q,(y)- O;(y), which lies in CP+&Pn; %$). Then 
az =n*(x+X’)-a;(x+x’) 
=.n*(X)-n;(X)+n*(X’)-~~(x’) 
= &t*(x)- n;(x) 
by condition, (***). 
Stabilization 
The two stabilization maps (1.1) and (1.2) of Section 1 induce two stabilization I 
homomorphisms 
for tz 3 m + 2. Since F’ < F@ A, (1.3) shows we are in Case 1 of Section 3 so that 
Proposition 3.1 implies these two maps are the same for r 2 2. In this section we use 
the stabilization homomorphism induced by F + F @ A. 
Suppose n = md and write {e,,...,e,}= EI(E&**\E,,, where Ei = 
{Qi-w+i, . . ..eid}fOr 1 s i 6 m. Let Pzd be the subcomplex of Pmd whose vertices 
are facet es 
F=XIIX*l***IXr 
where each is a union of some of the Ej’s. For any ring A we have constructed in
Section 1 spectral sequences E;,,(n). To make this clear we shall use the notation 
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E~,(n, A). For each flag F of 9 z’, the subgroup U$ C GL(n, A ) can be considered 
as the subgroup U* C GL(m, Md(A)) for the appropriate facette P E P. This 
gives isomorphisms 
and 
jz+. : E:,(m Mii (A)) arr Hp (8d”d; zq), . 
compatible with the stabilization maps. Moreover for n = md and n’ = m ‘d with 
m < nt ’ there is a commutative diagram of spectral sequences 
4.1. 
1 Let w E GL(n, A) be a permu:ation 
of coordinates. This action of v lakes 
64 c “1 and satisfies 
9T l UF l n-’ = IL(F). 
Hence tc induces an automorphism IT
matrix and let w : R” --) R” be permutation 
facettes to facettes, preserves the ordering 
: Ed,,+ Ei,,(n’) for n s n’. 
Now let n = md, d 2 1, and choose the permutation 72 E GL(n, A) so thar 
w(i)EEi for lsism. 
Proposition 4.2. jeet z E EE,,(m, A ). Then there is a z ’ E Ei,,(m, Md (A )) such that 
Q*(z) = j*(Y). 
Proof. Let Qf, = cf, 4) where f : P + Pd is given by the correspondence 
F --, F @ A + a(F @ A) and 4 is the coefficient homomorphism over f induced by 
taking homology of the group homomorphism 
UF + UF@ --, Lf*cF*a, 
where the second arrow is conjugation by 7~ in GL(n,A). Then 
C(z)= Q&)EE&(n,A). 
Now Iet g : 9” + Pm’ be defined as follows: For any subset X C (1,. . . , m} let 
X’C(1 , . . . , md} be given by 
X’ = U Ei. 
iEX 
If FEP” is of the form X,IX2/-(X,, let ‘==X;lX#-IX:.. Note that the 
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operation F --) F’ just defined is not stablilization as defined. in Section 1, In this 
section we use the stabilization F + F $ A. The correspondence F + F’ gives an 
order preserving map g : 9”” + Pd. Now use (3.3) to extend f : 9’” x O-, Pmd and 
g:Pmx1-*8md to a map w 9” XI--Pmd. We want to invoke cc) of (3.3) to 
extend,the coefficient homomorhhism 4 over f to one o : Zq x I-, iVq over w. So 
let ir=(F&;- < Fk) be any simplex of Pm and v be any vertex of a simplex in 




where F is one of the facettes Fi. Let eii(A) E UF be any generator. Then 
&-, (eij (A)) = e,(i,,,,,(h) lies in Urr(Fed). Suppose F = X1 1 X,1 l l 9 1 X,. Then 
e,(h) E UF means that i E Xa and j E Xb where a < b. But r(i) E XA and 
?r(j) E XL, which means & (e, (A)) = ea(i),W(i) (A also lies in I&. This shows that (c) 
of (3.3) is satisfied for each e,,(i,,rr&A) corresponding to a generator eq(A) of UF. 
Therefore (**) and hence (*) hold with L = Pyd. Letting ?P = (g, J/) be the 
restriction of a = (w, 0) as in (*), set 
z’= P&E Hp(9d”d; Zq). 
Then by (3.1) we get q&(z)= j*(Y). 
5. Homological triviality of stable conjugation 
Let cy E GL,(m,A) be a diagonal matrix. Then conjugation by QI! takes each 
subgroup UF to itself and induces an automorphism of each spectral sequence 
EL,,(n) for m G It. If 2 is an element of E:,,(n) = CP(P”; 2&) or of E:,,(n) = 
H,(P; 3&), we denote the action of Q! on z by Q! l z. The stabilization map 
i, : Ed,,+ E~,&z) is equivariant: i *(a! 9 2) = a l i,(z). 
Proposition 5.1. Let z E H&Pm ; Z,.J and let i, : H,(P” ; %“)+ HP (P2m ; zq) be 
stabilization. Then QL l i *(z ) = i *(z ). 
Proof. Let 
p ( a! 0 = 0 > &l l 
Then a! l i &) = p 9 i &) and the proof of (5.1) will be based on the decomposition 
L(2m,A) where y = cx;‘. 
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The map i r(r is Y, where Y = (f, &) is the pair with f : 9” + iPzm defined by 
f(F) = Fe A and 4 I is the coefficient homomorphism obtained by taking homol- 
ogy of + : UF 4 UFed given by 
dw = (; ;) ’ 
Let V1 = cf’, d,:) where f’ = f and 4’ : UF -+ UFed is the coefficient homomor- 





lies in UFea for each FE 53” and conjugation is trivial on homology, we have 
$,=+k and 
V*(x) = Y;(x). 
Noti let f” : 9” + 92m be g&en by f’(F) = F @ F. Since each matrix 4’(x) lies in 
UFea and in U FeF for each F E 9” and each x E U’, setting (b* = 4’ gives a 
coefficient homomorphism 4: over f 2. Furthermore, since F @ A < F $ F for each 
FE Pm, we can apply Case 1 of Section 3 plus Proposition 3.1 to get 
Y;(z) = Y:(r) 
where V2 = (f*, +i). 
For each F=XIIX&-IX, in pm, let FoFE9r2” be 
where for each subset X C (1,. . . , m} the subset X’C {m + 1,. . . ,2m} is obtained 
by adding m to each element of X. 
Consider the map g : 9” + qP2m defined by g(F) = FO F. This is not order 
preserving! Apply Lemma 3.3 to find a new triangulation of 9” x I and an order 
preserving map w : 9” X I-, 92m as in (3.3). Now the point is that for each x E UF, 
4’(x) lies in UFeF and in UFOF. Moreover if F < G, then cb’(x) also is in Uog)G 
and in Uooo. This implies condition (c) of (3.3) holds, and so therefore (**) of 
Section 3 also holds. Thus we get the coefficient homomorphism w : SQ x I-, X 
over w. 
Now let f3: P” -+ 92m be just f” Let the coeficient homomorphism d,s over f3 
be induced on homology by 
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Since for each F E 4Pm the matrix 43(x) lies both in UFeF and in UFon we get, as 
above, another coefficient homomorphism w ’ : X,, X I-, arp4 over w. Furthermore, 
for each FE 9* the matrix 
1 0 ( 1 Y 1 
belongs to U FnF because y = 6’ is a diagonal matrix! By condition (c) of (3.3) we 
therefore conclude that 
1 0 ( ) Y 1 
lies in UW(u) for each vertex 21 of the triangulation induced on 9” X 1 by the new 
triangulation on 9” x I. Since conjugation is trivial on group homology, we have 
That is, (***j of Section 3 is satisfied. Proposition 3.4 implies that 
!l?qz) = P:(z). 
Now let f4 = f” and 4: be the coefficient homomorphism over f” induced by 
4”(x)= (; :)g’w*(; ;‘) 
Since(A DEU .f FeF or each F E 9” and conjugation on group homology is trvial, 
we get 
Pi(x) = vqx) 
where P4 = (f4, 4:). 
Continuing in this way using the decomposition (t) shows that the map i *, which 
is induced by the correspondence UF --) UFed given by 
x 0 
x--, 0 1’ ( > 
is the same as the map cy l i *, which is induced by the homomorphism 
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6. Proof of Pmposfion 1.4 
Let z e Ei,,(m, A). Let I3 = &+,(A) and using (4.2) choose a t ’ e E&(m, 23) 
such that V&(Z) =iJt’) in E:,(m(q + l),A). Since the stabilization map 
E~,(m (q + I), A)+ Ek,(2m (q + l), A) is equivariant for the action n,, the 
commutativity of the square (4.1) shows that to prove (1.4) it suffices to show 
is the zero map. 
Let 2 C CP(P”; Z”) = EB&n, B) be the set of cycles and for 0 s s < 00 let 
ZsI C 2 be the subset of those cycles of the form t = c clr, l T where uV E X,, (7) is 
possibly non-zero for at most s p-cells T. We prove (1.4) by showing that for each 
s 2 0 the image of Zs in HP (. ( 32’“, i&) is zero. Clearly this is true for s = 0 because 
&=O. 
First Induction Hypothesis. For all 0 s s’ < s the image of 2,~ in H’(~*“’ ; &) 
is zero. 
Let cr=(F6F16- < FP) be a p-cell of 9”’ and let z E 2, be a chain of the 
form 
t=y+x,v (6 1) . 
xa E Hg (B&; k) and y E CP (9” ; Xq) is a chain with at most s - 1 non-zero 
The chains x = x,, . CT and y are not necessarily cycles. 
O= w;o< WI< . l .6 Wr = H4 (BV,; k) be the filtration obtained in (2.1) 
we take d = q + 1. We will show that any cycle z of the form (6.1) goes to 
zero in HP (92m ; iXs) by showing in&rctively that for each 0 s a s r, z goes to zero 
provided xa E W,. Since any chain of 2, is of the form (6.1) for some p-cell o, this 
will imply all of 2, goes to zero. If u = 0, then z E Z,+ and it goes to zero by the 





Second Induction Hypothesis. For 0 e u’ < u any chain t of the form (6.1) goes to 
zero in HP(92m ; SYq) provided x, E W,#. 
As in (2.1) let D* act on &, (B&; k) via a homomorphism tb: D*+ GL(m, Is) 
into the subgroup of diagonal matrices iollowed by conjugation. As in Section 5 this 
gives a representation f D * on the k-vector spaces CP ($9”; 3&) and HP (9”; L%‘~) 
for m 6 n which is compatible with stabilization. If q E D* and z lies in 
CP (9”; JQ) or HP (P; i&), denote the action of q on z by r) l z.‘Note that if the 
chain z is written as a sum -&a, ‘7 with a, E &(T) then r) . z = &z:~ T with 
a XZ Xq (T) differing from a7 by the zutomorpfzism of ZQ (7) induced by conjuga- 
tion by e(q). In particular, if z is 9f the form (6.1) so is r) . z. 
Now suppose xa E W,. By (23 choose the representation of D* so that on 
. 
W,IW,-l it is a sum @a of the eigenspaces V’ of distinct, non-trivial characters 
a:D’-k*. 
Let lr : w, + w,/wa-, be the prbjection and for b ~4 let I’,, e W, be the 
D*-invariant subset of t 
Third Induction Hypotb 
zero provided xe E I$. 
For 0 s b’ < b any chain of the form (6.1) % terr 
Let a:D*+k* be one of the non-trivial characters uch that W(XV) has a 
non-zero component in V,,. Choose an r) E D* such that a(q) # f . Then q . x, = 
cu(s)& + tt where q - xa is the diagonal representati action of (2 2 ); er(q )xu 
is scalar multiplication in the k-vector space I&( and, finally, o = 
r) ‘& - a(+@ lies in Yb-,. The chain q l z - a(q)z E ; ZWq) is a cycle and 
furthermore 
={I) l y-a(q)y)+v*u. 
Fince t) E YbWl, the third induction hypothesis implies that r) . a - a(+ goes to 
zero in II” (P2‘” ; R??). Hence 
= 4 l i*W’ 47)W) 
= i,IG-a(rl 
= (l- KNEW* 
Since 1 - a(q)# 0, i*(t)= 0 in the k-vector space HP 
Let A be an associative ring with identit et GL, be the group of invertible 
n X n matrices over A and tet GL- = Em,, 
* By D. Quillen. 
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where N is the set of m x n matrices over A. In case ~lt or n is infinite, take N to be 
those matrices with only finitely many non-zero entries. There are homomorphisms 
GLm x GL, y-+ GL,,, - GL, x GL, 
1rn.n %hn 
with r,,,,” 0 i,,, = identity. 
Theorem A.1. Let k be a field an,4 assume there is a prime number 1 invertible in A 
which divides char(k), hence either char(k) = I or char(k) = 0. Then 
(~m.n)*iHe(GL,tt ; k)-’ H*(GLm X GL,; k) 
is an isomorphism. 
When char(k) = 0 this theorem applies to any ring in which some prime number 
is invertible. Let L be the set 0,’ prime numbers invertible in A. Assuming this is 
non-empty, the theorem says vm,n induces isomorphisms on homology with 
coefficients in Q and Z/Z for all I in L. By standard universal coefficient arguments, 
it follows that wm,n induces isorGorphisms on homology and cohomology with 
coefficients inany abelian group which is uniquely p-divisible for all primes p not in 
L. For example, nm,n induces isomorphisms on integral homology when A is an 
algebra over Q. 
Let i=i,,m and ~=7~;n,” when m =n=a. 
Theorem A.2. The homomorphism VT* is an isomorphism for homology with integral 
coefficients. 
r Thus the subgroup N = ker 7r disappears for homology in the stable case. This is 
the algebraic.analogue of the fact that N is contractible in the situation where, say, 
A is the real numbers and GL .,,,,,, and GLm X GL, have the usual topology ielding 
a homotopy equivalence BGL,,, + BGL, x BGL,, 
Proof of Theorem A.1. Consider the spectral sequence 
EZ,=K(GLm xGL;H(N;k)) -;C Hs+,(GLm,“;k) 
corresponding to the extension 
O+ N-9 GLm., ---*GLmxGL,+“1. 
Wm. n 
he abelian group N is an A-module: via scalar multiplication on the rows. 
is invertible in A, N is also a module over f char(k) = I, one has 
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H, (N; k) = 0 for t > 0 and H&V; k) = k. The spectral sequence therefore degener- 
ates giving the desired result. 







Make D* act on GL,,. by conjugation: u l g = h(u)gg 9 
trivia,lly on GL, X GL, and on N it acts by multiplyiq 
D-module structure. Thus an element u of D* acts on 
h (u)? Then D* acts 
g with respect to the 
H,(N;k)=A’(N@,k) 
by multiplying by u’, where we identify D with a subring of k in a unique way. 
Since D * acts trivially on GL,,, x GL,, u acts on Eft by rrultiplying by u ‘. The 
differential commutes with the D *-action, and as u ‘f u” for tf t’ when u = l, all 
differentials are zero. Finally, D* acts trivially on the abutement, because inner 
automorphisms of a group induce the identity on its homology. Thus Ef, = 0 for 
t > 0 and the spectral sequence degenerates giving the desired result. 
Proof of Theorem A.2. To show W, is an isomorphism with integer coefficients it 
suffices to show it is an isomorphism for coefficients in any algebraically closed field. 
So from now on let k denote a fixed, but arbitrary, algebraically closed field. It also 
suffices to show i, is a surjection.. For a moment we admit the following. 
Lemma. Let k be an algebraically closed field and d an integer > 0. Then there exists 
an order D in a number field of degree d over Q with the following properties: Given 
any D-module N, let the group of units D* act on it by multiplication, and let the 
group homology H ,(N; k) be endowed with the induced action of D *. Then for each 
t, H, (N; k) is a direct sum of one-dimensional representations of D * over k. 
Furthermore, H, (N; k) does not contain the trivial representation for 0 < t < d. 
The direct sum operation which associates to a pair of matrices 




0 tr’ 0 ut 
00 po 
0 0 0 p’ 
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is a group homomorphism GL,,, x GL-,= --, GL,,, which gives rise to a Hopf 
algebra structure on H,(GL,,,; k). Similarly H:,(GL, x GL,; k) is a Hopf algebra 
anti the inclusion 
i, : H,,(GL, x GL,; k)-+ H,(GLm,m; k) 
is a Hopf algebra homomorphism. Assume inductively that i, is surjective in 
degree less than n and let u be an element of H, (GL,,,; k). For p sufficiently large 
u pulls back to a class in H, (GLp,,, ; k) which we still call u. Choose d > II and such 
that d# 0 in k. Let A ’ = Mb (A) be the ring of d x d matrices over A. Consider A 
as a subring by imbedding it along the diagonal. This gives an imbedding 
A : GLp,,(.4)+GL~p,~p(A) = GL&A’) 
which is conjugate to the d - fold direct sum 
ed : GLp,, {A)+ t iL4,dp (A). 
Hence A (u) = du + xi vi wfhere each vi is the product of terms of degree less than 
n. Since d # 0 in k it suffices by the inductive assumption to show A (u) lies in the 
image of i, : Hm(GLp(A’)r: GL,,(A’); k)-, Hn(GLp,,,(A’); k). 
Let D be as in the lemma and choose a basis over 2 of d elements for D, This 
yields a homomorphism p. : D 3 A&(Z)-, A& (A) and in turn a homomorphism 
p : D * --) GL,, (A ‘) where 
PO) = 
such that A (GL, (A) X GL, (A )I) commutes with p(D *). We are therefore reduced 
to the following situation: Let G C GL,, (A’) be the subgroup of those 
such that a! l p(h) = p(h) l a! for all A E D * and let G’ C G be the subgroup where 
x = 0. We must show that i, : ri, (G’; k)+ H, (G; k) is onto. G is the semi-direct 
product of G’ and the abelian subgroup N of those g with a! = p = 1. If we Iet 
A E D* act on G by conjugation by p(A), then the action is trivial on G’ and on N 
it is just the restriction of the D-module structure of N given by left multiplication 
on the rows. 
Consider the action of D * on the spectral sequence of the extension G of G’ by 
IV. By the lemma, H &+I; k) is a direct sum of eigenspaces associated to characters 
D”-,?c”. Using the fact that I>* acts trivially on G’ it follows that Ez, = 
M (6’; (N; k)), hence also ,E’:, for 2 < r s 00, breaks up into eigenspaces pre- 
served by the differentials. However, Q* acts trivially on H,+,(G; k) so the 
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eigenspaces belonging to the trivial character form a spectral sequence 
EJ = H,(G’; H,(N; k)D’) + H,,,(G; k). 
By the’lemma Ht (N; k) has no non-trivial invariants for 0 c t < d so G and G’ 
have the same homology in degrees less than d. 
It remains to prove the Lemma and we will need a well-known formula for the 
homology H,(N; k) of an abelian group N with coefficients in a field k. Let 
p = char(k), and let ,,N be the subgroup of elements of N ki.lled by p if p > 0, and 
&V = 0 if p = 0. Let A(V) and r(V) be the exterior and divided-power algebras 
respectively of a k-vector space V. 
Proposition. There exists an isomorphism of graded k-algebras 
0 * A(NQPZk)~kr(pNQ3zk)2;H*(N;k) 
with N Qpz k of degree 1 and ,,N @&k of degree 2. There r:s a canonical isomorphism, 
functorial in N, if either p # 2, or if p = 2 and N is restricted to the full subcategory of 
abelian groups such that aN C 2N. When p = 2 and N is arbitrary, it is always 
possible to choose the isomorphism to be compatible with a given action of a finite 
. group of odd order on N. 
This result is contained for the most part in the Cartan seminar [4]. For the 
reader’s convenience we shall now construct a homomorphism (*) with the required 
functorial properties. The fact that it is an isomorphism is proved by reducing to the 
case of cyclic groups and computing, and we refer to lot. cit. for the details. Recall 
that a “canonical” map or structure is always compatible with morphisms. 
First of all, H,(N; k) has a canonical strictly anticommutative algebra structure 
with divided powers for elemlents of degree 2 2. The canonical isomorphism 
N@K = HQXk), (8 over Z), extends to a canonical algebra homomorphism 
A(N@k)+H,(N;k;). .\ c 
When char(k) = 0, this is the map (*jr sofrom now on we suppose p 5 0. 
In a moment, we shall describe a canonical exact sequence 
( 1 ** 0+A2(N~k)~N2(N;k)+,N~k+0 
and show that it splits canonically if either p is odd or if p = 2 and ZN C 2N, so that j 
has a canonical section s in these cases. On the other hand, if p = 2 and N is 
endowed with an action of a group of odd order, the theorem of Maschke implies 
there exists a section s of j compatible with the given action. The section s extends 
uniquely to a homomorphism 
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compatible with divided powers. Combining this with the above homomorphism 
from A (N@ k), we obtain a homomorphism (*) with the functorial properties 
described in the proposition. 
It remains to describe (**) and show its splits canonically under the indicated 
conditions. Since for any k-module V, we have 
ExtL(N, V) = Ext&N, V) = Homk GN @ k, V) 
H2(N; V) = Homk (HJV; k), V) 
it suffices to describe a canonical exact sequence 
O+ Ext&(N, V I 2 H2(N; V) 2 Homk (A ‘fl, V)-+ 0, 
(A = N 8 k) splitting c allonically under the indicated conditions. Elements of the 
Ext group (resp. H*,N; V)) classify abelian group extensions (resp. central 
extensions) of N by Y. Let i* be the obvious inclusion and let i * associate to a 
central extension its commutator pairing, i.e., the pairing obtained by lifting two 
elements of N into i>e extension and taking their commutator. As a central 
extension is abelian if and only if its commutator pairing is trivial, the sequence is
exact except for the surjectivity of i*. 
To establish this pain_;, suppose given a map A *N + V, that is, an alternating 
Z-bilinear map h : N x N + V. Since k is a field, the map A 2r3’ --) N &N sending 
x A y to x @ y - y @x: is injective, hence there is a Z-bilinear 
such that 
h (n, n’) = f(n, n’) - f (n’, n). 
Then f is a Z-cocycle, so the set N x V with the operation 
(n, v)(n’, v’) = (nn’, f(v, 0’) + v + 21’) 
mapJ:NUV+V 
is a central extension of N by V It is clear that the commutator pairing of this 
extension is h, so i* is surjective. 
When p is odd, there is a canonical choice for f: 
f(n, n’) = dh(n, n’) 
so i * has a canonical section as claimed. (Note that i* and this section are 
necessarily k-module homomorphisms, as they are morphisms of representable 
functors.) Suppose finally that p = 2 and 2N C 2N. The commutator pairing of a 
central extension of N by V vanishes on 2N, hence on *N, so the restriction of the 
extension to 2N is abelian. This gives us a commutative diagram 





Ext$N, V) J :’ H’(,N; V) 
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where the vertical arrows are restriction from N to JV, showing 
splits canonically in this case as claimed. 
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the exact sequence 
Proof of the Lemma. First suppose char(k)= 0. We may assume that k is the 
algebraic closure of Q in C. Let r” be a totally real number field of degree d ; it 
exists, for by Dirichlet’s theorem there is an odd prime number I such that d 
divides %(I - l), so one can take P to be a subfield of Q(exp(2+/2)). We take D to 
be the ring of integers in 4;: 
If N is a D-module, then N Qz k, as a representation of D *, is a direct sum of 
copies of F &k with D * acting by multiplication on E By Galois theory, there is a 
ring isomorphism: F &k = kd having for its components the homomorphisms 
x Q9 y + a(x)y, where CT runs over the d distinct embeddings of F in k. Thus as a 
representation of D *, N @z k is a direct iurn of one-dimensional representations 
with characters cr : D * 3 k *, hence 
H,(N;k)=A*(N@zk) 
is a direct sum of one-dimensional representations with characters n a”~, where the 
n, are integers 3 0 such that x Q, = t. Assume the family {nU} is such that this 
character is trivial. Then 
for all u in D *, where 1 1 is the absolute value in C. By the Dirichlet unit theorem, 
this happens if and only if all the n are equal. Thus if t ~0, all the sz, are 2 1 and 
t 2 d, showing that H,(N; k) does not contain the trivial representation for 
0 c t <d. This proves the lemma when char(k) = 0. 
Suppose now that p = char(k) >O, and let kd be the subfield of k with pd 
elements. Since the norm N : k z --$ Fz is surjective, its kernel is cyclic of order 
(pd - 1)/b - 1); let x generate the kernel, and let g(X) be the minimal polynomial 
of x over Fp. Note that kd = Fp (x), for if the latter field had degree j < d, 
then (p” - l)/@ - 1) would divide pj - 1, which is impossible as the former 
number is >pj. Hence g(X) = Xd 3 btXd-’ -I- l l . + bd had degree d, and bd = 
(-QdNx = 21. a 
Let f(X) = Xd + ’ l ‘-f- a& ai E 2, ad = ,+ 1, reduce mod p to g(X), and let 
D = Z[X]/(f(X)). Note that f is irreducible as g is, hence D is an order in a 
number field of degree d. The image of X in 0 is invertible as ad = * 1. Therefore 
we have an isomorphism D/pD = kd, and the image of the character 4 : D * + k $ 
induced by this isomorphism contains the cyclic subgroup of order @” - 1)/b - 1). 
Let N be a D-module. We claim there is an isomorphism 
commuting with the action of D *. This is clear from the Proposition if p is odd, or if 
p = 2 and ZN c 2N. On the other hand, if p = 2 and 2N = 0, then IN is a module 
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over D/20 = kd, hence D* acts on N through the group k 5 of odd order, and the 
proposition furnishes the required iSomorphism inthis case. In general when p = 2, 
we choose a complement IV” for the kernel (resp. Q for the image) of the 
homomorphism JV + N/2N of kd-vector spaces, and let N’ be the invers,c: image of 
Q in N. Then N = N’@ N” as D-modules, and JV’C 2N’, 2N” = Q, so upon 
tensoring the isomorphisms obtained already for N’ and N”, we obtai,n the required 
isomorphism for N. 
As D*-modules, N&N and PN are direct sums of copies of the one-dimensional 
representation over k d with character 4. By Galois theory, there is a ring 
isomorphism: kd & k s d( d whose components are the homomorphisms 
x Q9 y --+ rrP”y for 0 S Q C & hence as a represenaation f D *, kd & k is the direct 
sum of the one-dimensionnl representations with character &‘a for 0 s a < d. It 
follows that we have D $4 iomorphisms 
the sum being over 0 s u =C d, where L is the one-dimensional representation with 
character 4, and where 13 * acts trivially on Va and W,. Thus 
where the sum is taken over the families of non-negative integers ma, na for 
0 s a < d. This shows that H,(N, k) is a direct sum of one-dimensional representa- 
tions of D* as claimed. 
It remains to show that the trivial representation does not occur in degrees t with 
0 < t < d. The direct summand corresponding to{ma, no) is homogeneous of degree 
C(m, + 2n,), and if this summand contains the trivial representation, then 
C (ma+ma)pasO mod(p*-l)J(p-1) 
Osacd 
because by construction +(D *) contains the cyclic subgroup of k * of this order. Let 
{m,, na} be a non-zero solution of this congruence such that t = x(na + 2na) is 
minimal. Clearly n,, = 0 for all a. If me 2 p for some b, then by replacing mb by 
mb - p and t&l by mb+l + 1, (or m. by nzo+ 1 if b = d - I), and keeping the others 
the same, we would get a new solution contradicting minimality. Thus ma < p for 
0 e a < d, so by the uniqueness of the i!+adic expansion, we see that the minimal 
solution is ma = 1, n, = 0 for a11 a. The minimal degree t is d, so the proof of the 
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